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The Las Vegas Hoax   Is It Not Yet Absurd This Continuity of False Ridiculousness? 

 

 On the evening of Oct. 1, a shooter situated in a 32nd floor hotel room killed at least 59 people 

attending an outdoor country music festival whilst injuring more than 500 others; or so the MSM (mainstream 

media) claimed. Howbeit an inexperience shooter with a rifle from that distance killed such a large number of 

people? Are we to believe because there was a large crowd and the fact this shooter implemented an automatic 

rifle this feat is plausible? Sounds good to people who don’t know better, but this case of events is highly-

unlike and downright undoable by a lone shooter. 

 I personally inquired with someone recently if they bore witness to a video of the event? This person 

answered me, yes. My concern with this reply was the fact I previously knew this person remained a firm 

believer in these fables and they nightly tuned-in to the MSM. The answer I received was simple yet 

disturbing, “of ‘course I have.” Typically, despite this claim, they had not. The answer yes was referring to the 

viewing of this events video on Fox News. The station where everything’s blamed on the liberals and nobody 

ever addresses the root cause (people like Gingrich) of the problematic issues. Furthermore, they claim not to be MSM! 

 Likewise, I did watch one the videos available online and one thing manifests as clear. A helicopter 

arises opposite from the Mandalay Bay hotel on the far-side of the stage and automatic rifle shots ring-out. 

Thereafter, the crowd of people once enjoying their day in America begin running and running towards the 

hotel. An obvious conclusion was derived from this matter. The shots originated from the helicopter and it took 

me no less than one minute  one second to come to this realization. Wherefore, I ask, “why does this conclusion 

continue to elude others?” Do they retain belief in 9/11 or something else I’m not sure of? No, there cannot 

remain citizens who still believe the enormous steel structures known as the World Trade Towers were reduced 

to rubble by cave-dwelling Muslims with boxcutters; could there be? 

 Governments response: That surely wasn’t gunshots we heard but the helicopter blades. Are they 

serious? I’m quire sure I heard the blades with the gunfire erupting slightly after the blades originally appeared 

in audible range. Undoubtedly, there was then two concurrent and distinctive sounds. Indeed, a shooter was 

positioned in the hotel, as well. Additionally, prior to this event occurring we bear witness to 3 separate 

windows mysteriously removed from the Mandalay Bay. Anyhow, this one man who further had a rifle was 

played for a patsy. This man had supposedly shot himself post-incident, but we’ve received a report of a local 

cop firing his gun inside this one-shooter’s room. Nevertheless, the Las Vegas Police and this officer denied 

firing any rounds at all, only for this version of events to be recanted later.  

 32 days have come to pass since these events have unfolded outside the Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas 

and the first Police Officer inside the supposed shooter’s room now acknowledges he fired his gun. This 

dishonesty and deceit fails to occur for simply no purpose. Does this cop express he was so embarrassed the first 

occasion he fired his weapon was by cause of an over-reacting accident and he was embarrassed, therefore 

attempted repudiating this occurred? Well, no he actually stated that he forgot he fired his gun. Are we 

continuing to pursue a serious debate at this moment? Do they ever place merely the  slightest effort into their 

lying? (The answer to that is, no.) There exists a large quantity of further evidence which doubtlessly proves this was no 

random shooting. (like the Las Vegas SWAT team heading into the underground tunnels on the opposite end of the strip simultaneously with 

this event), Nonetheless, these Hegelian Dialect articles are beyond the point of applying a feeling of 

preposterousness to myself  for engaging in typing reports on these events. Thereupon, I’ll abruptly finalize this 

paper featuring a single page. 


